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a microgrid is expected to increase the grid reliability by more effectively managing the DERs and loads [2-3].
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Microgrids are clusters of DERs and energy storages that can supply a group of local loads [4]. One of the advantages
of microgrids is that they can operate in islanded mode to supply the load during planned or unplanned outages in the
upstream utility feeder [5]. However, the intermittent output of renewable energy-based DERs makes microgrid’s
inertia smaller, because of the intermittency of renewable energies or using power electronic interfaces [6-7]. Another
problem that may occur is the repeated connection/disconnection of a DER that tries to connect to the microgrid
following over-voltage or over-frequency situations. Meanwhile, the use of large energy storage as has been limited
due to its cost [8].
The most widely used controlling technique of a DER’s output power within microgrids is the active powerfrequency (P-f) droop control [9-10], as it uses the microgrid’s frequency locally without any need for data
communication amongst the DERs. On the other hand, a modified droop control is developed in [11] by implementing
a derivative component in power-sharing control among the DERs, adding an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system
in [12], and combining droop with an adaptive integral controller in [13]. A comprehensive review of droop control
methods used in microgrids is presented in [14]. However, most of the proposed droop methods use the same droop
gain for decreasing and increasing a DER’s output power. Ref. [15] and [16] state that the value of the droop
coefficient affects the speed of frequency restoration and the oscillations in the DER’s output power. Therefore, in
this study, a P-f droop control that has different coefficient s during ramping up and down of its output power is tested
and analyzed. However, if the deviation between the generated and consumed power within the microgrid is large, an
effective secondary frequency restoration is required [17].
The considered microgrid in this study consists of a battery system, which is the primary unit for grid-forming, as
well as a photovoltaic system as the grid-following unit. A soft starting ramp method has been employed for gridconnected PV systems in [18] to mitigate the effects of sudden changes of solar irradiation or ambient temperature,
and shows an enhancement versus the conventional maximum power point tracking algorithm. Therefore, a soft
starting ramp is also implemented within the PV inverter for smoothing the starting sequence after the microgrid starts
operating under islanded mode. Furthermore, a demand side management technique is also implemented for the
microgrid to minimize the discharged energy from the battery so that the microgrid supplies the loads as long as
possible under the islanded mode. To be able to perform demand-side management, microgrids often categorize their
load as essential and non-essential [19]. Therefore, a simple sequence-based method has been implemented in this
work for load-shedding, considering the battery’s state of charge (SoC) level [20] so that microgrid can supply its
essential loads as long as possible.
In summary, the main contributions of this study are to employ: (a) a P-f droop control approach to manage the
output power of the renewable energy-based DERs; (b) a soft starting ramp for the DERs after the microgrid starts
operating under islanded mode, and (c) a demand-side management to supply the essential loads longer. The proposed
study will be useful in managing the active power adequately during islanded mode, preventing over-frequency,
optimizing the utilization of renewable energies by avoiding their hard curtailment, and prolonging the supply period
of essential loads.
2. Considered Microgrid Test Case and the Proposal
The considered microgrid in this study consists of a 10 kW PV array and inverter system, as well as a 10 kWh
lithium battery, connected to a 380 volts three-phase microgrid, as shown in Fig. 1, and is located at the premises of
the Agency for the Assessment and Research of Technology in Serpong, Indonesia. The battery’s inverter provides
bi-directional power flow while that of the PV is a grid-tied one. Some lighting and air conditioning loads are the
assumed non-critical loads of the microgrid, and are subject to demand-side management.
When the microgrid disconnects from the grid and starts operating under the islanded mode, the battery’s inverter
shifts its operation mode from grid-connected to off-grid. This process takes 3 to 7 seconds. Meanwhile, the PV’s
inverter shuts down because there is no voltage and frequency reference in this period. Therefore, all loads will be
unsupplied, except the essential ones. After a few seconds, the battery’s inverter will form the grid and supply the
loads, and consequently, the PV’s inverter will start to operate under the grid-following mode.
According to the Indonesian grid code, in normal conditions, a DER must work at its nominal capacity in the
frequency range of 49 to 51 Hz, whereas during disturbances, it is permitted to drop down to 47.5 Hz or rise up to 52
Hz [21]. Therefore, to comply with this standard, in this study, the operating frequency for battery inverter is
considered from 47.5 to 51.5 Hz, while this figure is 47.5 to 51 Hz for the PV inverter. As the PV system is the
secondary reserve during islanded operation, its maximal frequency is set lower than that for battery’s inverter.
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The islanding mode in this study is realized by disconnecting the microgrid from its upstream grid (i.e., by opening
the switch at the point of common coupling). However, when the solar irradiation is high (e.g., during middays) but
the load is low, the PV inverter start switching on and off repeatedly, as it tries to connect to the microgrid but fails
because the microgrid frequency exceeds its allowed range. Therefore, a soft starting ramp and active power reduction
function at over-frequency are employed in the PV inverter. Meanwhile, to prolong the islanding mode, the microgrid
will shed the non-essential loads if the battery’s SoC drops below a predefined level.
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Fig. 1. Single-line diagram of the microgrid in the Agency for the Assessment and Research of Technology, Serpong, Indonesia.

2.1. Employing a soft starting ramp after microgrid isolation
During normal operation, the PV inverter is set to have an output power ramp-up of 10% (i.e., the output power of
increases by 10% of its nominal value per second). The active output power (P) is a function of the current (I)
following the maximum power point tracking algorithm. On the other hand, with a soft starting ramp function, two
ramp-up gradients will affect the PV inverter output power, during the starting up after the isolation of the microgrid
from the grid [22]. Thus, the output current of the PV inverter will be determined from



I t  I t 1  k soft  kinc  I nom



(1)

in which It is the current at time t; It-1 is the current at the previous time sample, and Inom is the nominal current value
while ksoft is the power gradient for starting up and kinc is the gradient for increasing active power.
2.2. Employing an active power reduction at over-frequency
As microgrid is a localized power system, during islanded mode, the DERs output power must match with its load.
Therefore, if the generated power is higher than the consumed power, the output power of the DER needs to be clipped.
In this study, the function of the active power reduction uses a droop algorithm as

P  k   f  f start 
Pt   t 1 Pdec
Pt 1  Pnom  k Pinc 

f  f start
f rst  f  f start

(2)

Thus, the PV inverter will inject all its output power to the microgrid as long as the frequency (f) is lower than the
predefined starting frequency (fstart). When the frequency is higher than fstart , the droop controller will reduce the PV
inverter’s output power with a ramping slope of kPdec; however, when the frequency decreases to the resetting
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frequency of frst, the PV inverter will increase its output power again by a defined gradient of kPinc. The values of fstart
and frst are assumed higher than the nominal value to minimize the curtailment of PV, especially during grid-connected
mode of the microgrid [23]. kPdec is set to 90% per Hz based on the ratio of the predicted output power of the PV
system and the load capacity during the tests, while kPinc is 10% per second.

P [W]
P

max

kPinc

kPdc

fmin fnom fstart
frst

f
fmax [Hz]

Fig. 2. Active power-frequency illustration control of PV inverter.

2.3. Employing an SoC-based load-shedding mechanism
The accurate information of a battery’s SoC is important to determine its remaining capacity so that microgrid
controller can predict how long the battery can supply its loads. Moreover, by monitoring the SoC’s level, the battery’s
over-charge and over-drain can be avoided. Thus, its lifetime will be enhanced [24]. In the microgrid under
consideration, the non-essential loads are divided into two groups:
 a group of lighting loads (through Q32 in Fig. 1) and considered as the least priority load, which will be
disconnected when the battery’s SoC reduces to 80%; and
 another group of lighting and air-conditioning loads (through Q31 in Fig. 1) and considered as the second least
priority, which will be disconnected when the battery’s SoC reduces to 50%.
3. Testing and Results
First, let us consider the microgrid of Fig. 1 in the grid-connected mode. During the testing, the average solar
insolation was 841 W/m2, and the module temperature was 49.5oC. Therefore, the average predicted output power of
PV system was calculated to be approximately 7.57 kW, based on the datasheet of the used PV module and inverter
[25-27] while the total load was 1.5 kW. Fig. 3 shows that the output of the PV inverter along with the frequency.
Now, let us consider the microgrid under the islanded mode and before employing the new control mechanisms for
the PV inverter. Fig. 4 shows that the microgrid’s frequency increases alongside with the increment of PV output
power. It takes around 4 seconds for the PV inverter to ramp up its output power from 0 to 3.6 kW as the default
output power ramp up is 10% of its nominal capacity per second. When the PV inverter ramps up, subsequently the
battery inverter ramps down its output power. As the operating frequency of PV inverter has been set in the range of
47.5 to 51 Hz, the PV inverter automatically shuts down when the microgrid’s frequency reaches 51 Hz. After around
40 seconds, the PV inverter starts synchronizing again and tries to inject power. However, it shuts down again because
of over-frequency.

Fig. 3. Output power of the PV system in grid-connected mode,
along with the system’s frequency.

Fig. 4. Output power of the PV system under islanded mode,
along with the microgrid’s frequency.
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Now let us consider the same microgrid after employing the proposed controllers. First, a power gradient of 1.2%
is employed for soft starting ramp of PV inverter at the reconnection time, as well as a gradient of 20% for the active
power increment. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the slope of the active power increment or decrement is not as steep
as the normal operation. Thus, it takes 80 seconds for the PV inverter to ramp up its output power from 0 to 2.5 kW.
However, as the PV system’s output power is much higher than the loads, it again shuts down before reaching its
maximal output power due to over-frequency.
Fig. 4 and 5 show that the PV inverter shuts down when the microgrid’s frequency reaches its maximum operating
frequency. Therefore, it is needed to reduce the output active power of PV inverter so that microgrid runs in the
allowed range of frequency. To this end, an active power reduction at over-frequency is implemented assuming fstart
is 50.2 Hz while frst is 50.05 Hz while the above-mentioned soft starting ramp function is active. When the microgrid’s
frequency is higher than 50.2 Hz, the PV inverter reduces its output active power. As such, the frequency also
decreases. When the frequency falls to 50.05 Hz, the PV inverter ramps up its active power again. It can be seen from
Fig. 6 that after two risings and fallings, the system reaches its stable point at a frequency around 50.5 Hz while the
PV inverter’s output power is around 1.5 kW. Based on the testing result, it takes 7 minutes for the inverter to reach
the desired value, which satisfies the 5-15 minute range specified in [28].

Fig. 5. Output power of PV system with the employed soft starting ramp
after microgrid isolation.

Fig. 6. Output power of PV system with the employed soft starting
ramp and power reduction at over-frequency.

Another test is conducted assuming a predefined SoC level for switches Q31 and Q32 to disconnect their loads.
The total load during the testing varies from 2.5 to 4 kW. Fig. 7 compares the battery’s SoC with and without the
implemented demand-side management. As seen from this figure, by implementing the demand-side management,
switch Q32 opens at 0:43:16 when the battery’s SoC drops to 80% while Q31 opens at 3:07:19 when the SoC drops
to 50%. However, as seen from this figure, before applying this demand-side management, Q31 would have opened
at 1:39:35. This shows that the microgrid with the implemented load-shedding can supply its essential loads longer.

100
80
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demand management
Q31 Opens

60
40
20
0

Time

Q32 Opens
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demand management
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Battery SoC (%)
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Fig. 7. Variations in the battery’s SoC before and after implementing the SoC-based load-shedding of non-essential loads.
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4. Conclusions
This paper has proposed and evaluated the impact of employing additional control mechanisms to the PV inverter
of a microgrid operating under islanded mode to improve the active power management. Through practical
measurements, it is shown that employing a soft starting ramp for the PV inverter can smooth the delivered power by
the PV inverter when the microgrid starts operating under islanded mode. It is also demonstrated that disconnection
of the PV inverter can be avoided at over-frequency situations by employing an active power reduction function for
the PV inverter. The studies also verify that employing a demand-side management linked to the battery’s SoC can
prolong the power supply to the microgrid’s essential loads.
It is planned to add an extra 90kWp PV array in this tested microgrid to test the microgrid’s frequency and voltage
performance with more diverse loads. Also, the demand response program will be in future advanced to consider the
main grid’s electricity spot price.
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